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Introduction

For August I planned to:

- I plan to focus on researching and writing my qualifying paper.
- Attend monthly IUB HSC meeting.

These goals have been substantively met through completion of the following activities.

Activities (alphabetically by area)

Conference Presentation/Publication


Community Service

- Peer review of article for New Media & Society completed and returned, August 4, 2004.

Research

- Continue literature review for quals paper.

Writing

- Wrote paper for submission to Digital Generations edited volume.

Plans for next month

- I plan to continue my focus on researching and writing my qualifying paper.
Write short essay (1000 words) for Lore: An E-journal for Teachers of Writing on why I blog due September 22, 2004 – if time permits.
Assist, as needed, in revisions of IT&P paper “Weblogs as a Bridging Genre” due September 30, 2004.
Attend monthly IUB HSC meeting.